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A STUDY OF THE USE OF REJ,iOTE THER;,~oCOUFLf~S IN THE MEASUREMENT OF I1ETAL CUTTING TEXPE!~TGRES BY GONZALO VEGA 
A b s t r a c t 
An experimental and analytical d1scus1on of the use of remote thermocouples for temperature meFlsurerne11t tn A. turning operation 1s reported 1n this thesis. Two remote temperature sensors were employed to measure temperntures in metal cutting. In order to 1nsure reli.qbl~ esti"·f1tes and noise free signals, a special toolholrter wns con -structed and several precaut1ons were taken to obta1n temperature estimates without the 1nflt.1ence of factors other than cutting conditions. 
The results obtained from the experiment were Rnallzed and correlated w1th tool-chip thermocouple measurements by means of regression analysls. 
The most 1mporta~t conclus1ons derived from the experiment are related to the correlation between cutt1ng conditions and temperature estimates. An ec111;_1tion of the form: To= A+ BT1 - C dT1 /dt + DT2 was derived from the data generated from the exper1ment. Th1s eq,.1~tion does not use cutt+ng oond1t1ons for temperature estlmntion because those·var1ables tend to bias the final estlmrites. Finally, an inverse relat1onsh1p between depth of cut and temperature was found 1n the statistical analye1a. 
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A STUDY OF THE USE OF REMOTE THER~OCOUFLES IN 
THE MEASUREMENT OF METAL CUTTING TEMPEHATUBES 
BY GONZALO VEGA 
A b s t r a c t 
An experimental and analytical discus1on or the use 
of remote thermocouples for temperature measurement 1n R 
turning operation ls reported in thts thesis. Two re~ote 
temperature sensors were employed to measure te rnr:P. l':1 tu rP s 
in metal cutting. In order to insure relii=ible est1·--n.tes 
and noise free signals, a special toolholrier WRs con -
structed and several precautions were taken to obtn1n 
temperature estimates without the influence of fRctors 
other than cutting conditions. 
The results obtained from the experiment were Rnal1zed 
and correlated with tool-chip thermocouple measurements by 
means of regression analysis. 
The most 1mporta~t conclusions derived from the 
experiment are related to the correlation between cuttlng 
conditions and temperature estimates. An equation of the 
form: To= A+ BT1 - C dT1/dt + DT2 was derived from the 
data generated from the experiment. 
This eq11;;1tlon does 
not use cutting conditions for temperature est1mnt1on 
because those·variables tend to bias the final est1rnn.tes. 
Finally, an inverse relationship between depth of 
cUt and temperature Was found 1n the statistical analyale. 
• 
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Introduction 
The process of rm.chining metals 1n which there 1s n product cut to speo1f1cat1ons and chips asa res11ltin~ by-product 1s one of the oldest and most basic tec'nr1l itles used in manufacturing. Although other techn1ques SllCh ri:'i cr1.~t lr.g, forming, electrochemical and elect r ica 1 dlscha r~e nv:ic r1 l r1 l r.-7;, to name just a few. have been 1mproved at R fantns ·: 1c rate, conventional machining methods still hold a hl~h d,~p.:r~': of importance 1n industry. Perhaps the most 1mporto.nt f~tctors for their.large ut111zat1on are; low cost of operntlon, rel1ab111ty, and high performance 1n the mass r1roduct 1on of parts. 
With the ava11ab111ty of new and harder work mqter\als. the study and further dev~lopment of ch1p mRkln~ processes has ~ecome more necessary. A great deal of the ,:.~x1stln~ knowledge of metal cutting ls emp1r1cal, but generally 
• accepted. However, much is still to be done 1n ordPr to build a comprehensive theory of metal cutting. 
The discovery of carbon steel was the first step thAt led to the improvement of s1ngle po1nt c1lttlng op~rEtt.lons. It replr,ced flints which were used for many thot1snr1,Js of years, copper and bronze wh1ch had to be resha.rr,ened very frequently, and other less 1mportant materials. Preder1ck 
' 
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W. Taylor, around 1900, experlm~ntally and mathemAt1cally proved the superiority of high speed steels ovpr • en. r non 
steel. Taylor is also known for the developm~nt of the 
usef11l tool life equation better known as the "TA.:,'lor Equation", and ·f br ~ h1s work regard in~ the l.nter(i 1~pendance of tool life, speed, depth of cut and feed for the 1m-provement of machining cond1t1ons 1n general. 
Other materials have appeared in the metal cutt1n~ scene since Taylor, and the continuing metallurglcal d~-
velopments of today prom1se even more discoveries in the art of tool making. 
The increasing need for better f1nishes, closer tole-rances. ~nd faster speeds 1n the product ion c)f pn.rts hJ1 ve placed a great deal of stress 1n research and clear under-standing of metal mach1n1ng using conventional methods. Temperature at the cutting point is one of the areas ttlat 
• 
need to be understood more completely, and many efforts 
are being made towards that goal. 
• 
Metal cutting operations 1n general tnvolve great 
amounts of energy that have to be dissipated in some form. At the point of contact between tool and workpiece, norr1ally 1n the order of thousandths of a square inch. almost all the mechanical power used 1s converted to heat. Any change 1n the conditions of the operation that 1n ~urn change the 
• 
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· shear plane, thickness of the result 1ng ch 1 fJ, and rorce 
requirements will be reflected in the A.1nol1nt of ener~y 
consumed in the process. The q uant 1 ty of hea. t prod ucerl 
·under these circumstances follows a direct relationAt)lp 
with the amount of energy spent. An increase ln the amount 
of energy utilized will produce an 1ncrease in the amount 
of heat flowing out of the process and v1ceversa • 
Heat then becomes a very interesting indicator of the performance of machining operations, and some effi::·cts tn 
.metal, cutting can· be :·studied ·1.u~ing the flow of hen t n..s ·one 
of~,.the\.-varia.bles ··in··-the ·macht::hing-:procaess. '.""In· t:act. -rn..e1ny 
researchers have applied this concept to the stl1dy of tool 
wear, ma.ch1nab111t7, and some other factors tnqt rnigr1t , 
improve the application and knowledge of mach1n1ng op,3rat1ona in manufacturing. 
Heat flow 1s normally measured in terms of chan~s 
• 
1n temperature 1n any pr~cess. It seems log1cal then thA.t 
an accurate way of measuring the temperatt1re at the ctittlng point will yield th~ necessary knowledge of the amount of heat generated 1n a cutting operation. However, measurlng temperature at the cutting po1nt 1s an enormously dlff1cult 
task, since that precise locat1on is constantly subjected to forces that can qu1okly damage any measurlng probe. 
Several solutions have been tested 1n laborator1es ror 
\ 
I 
• t, 
I• 
. ,. 
• 
..• ,,, . ,_., .. ,.,. .. ,-, ., .••-s.,.,. 
·. 
.. 
• 
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many years, but these solutions do not completely solve the 
problems of reliability and simplicity, which are desirable 
features for future applications such as adaptive control. 
The introduction of thermocouple measuring techniques, and 
the availability of improved materials and elecron1.c rei:idout 
instrumentation, seems very promising in arriving ~o a nore 
reliable and accurate way of measu~ing temperature in metal 
ma·chining. The objective of this thesis ls to aid in the 
develo~nt of the remote thermocouple measuring technique. 
In order to reach that goal, experimental measurenents were 
obtained in the Manufacturing Processes Laboratory of Lehigh 
University. Before entering into: .the details and discuss ion of 
the experiments, it ls necessary to discuss the genera.I 
'.etlvironment, effects and problems related to machining 
operations, andespeclally turning operations. 
Generalities of Chip Formation.-
has been restricted to the study of orthogonal cutting, tnis 
form of cutting operation has limited practical use. 
Although the bulk of the theoretical work 1n metal cutting 
its study facilitates the understanding of the basic rules 
governing the tool-workpiece system and its extension to more 
complicated forms of metal cutting. 
The theory or metal cutting nay be divided 1n two parts, 
' . 
... 
• 
... · 
-
'· 
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The f1rst is the study of ch1p format\on cons1der1n.g the 
shear plane in terms of stresses, geometry, and mot1on or the tool-workp1ece comb1nat1on. l'he second pqrt r.·lJ.y cons 1r\er the d1ss1pat1on of the input power at the shear plane, 
tool, chip and workpiece. Heat generatlon and flow oC heat ts. 'alsp .·C.otls 1dered 1n the second pa rt. 
~he general def1n1t1on of orthogonal cutt1ng expl~lns clearly the mechanical approach, "·rhe process of orthoa;ona l metal cutting might be thought of as the rest1lt of fl wedge (the tool) progressing through the metal 1n a d1rectlon if { parallel to its surface. with the edge of the wedge at a depth below the surface equal to the feed. The metal wh1ch flows over the wedge forms the ma.chined surface". (4) 
The chip formed under the above conditions can be 
• 
classified as oont1nuous or d1scont1nuous chip. It could 
• 
, also contain what 1s normally called B.U.B. (Built up edge) • 
. ~ . .. 
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Many other considerations can be made about the 
mechanical approach to metal cutting. Stresses play B very important role in it. Tool geometry, depth of cut, etc., are also important. However.; .since the firial_ pur11osc of· th1s work has a lot more to do with the thermal effects of tne tool-workp1ece system and related temperature met1st1re1:1ents • 
. 1t seems more relevant to E!'ltern.n·t·o those cons 1dera t 1ons ln order to develop, a consistent 'background for future study. 
Heat .1n the Cutting Process.-
In attempt1ng to allocate the energy d1ss1pat1on 1n a 
single point cutting operation, three major areas can be 
considered of pr1mary importance: Tool, workr.lece and ch1p. Ninety nine percent of the 1nput energy 1s converted into heat by the deformation of the ch1p and fr1.ct1on of the ch~lP and workpiece, on the tool. (I) A very small percentage of the input energy 1s presumably stored 1n the structure of the workpiece. Research has shown that approximately 
seventy five percent of the heat 1s generated by chan~es of • the shear plane, about twenty percent is created by frict1on 
, between tool and sliding ship, and f1ve percent by the sltd1ng a.ot1on between tool and workpiece. Heat d1ss1pat1on can b_e brok-en down as follows; about e1ghty percent of the heat 1s taken by the chip, ten percent goes into the tool and 
about ten percent flows through the· workp1eoe. 
I 
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From the above, it follows that approx1mately n1nety 
' percent of the heat 1s present at the tool-ch1p 1.nterf·•ce • 
this being the hottest region dur1ng cutting opcratlons. Needless to say wear takes place at that precls~ reglon 
w1th more intensity than 1n other rarts of the tool. 
The temperatures reached in metal cutting Rre very 1mportant for their 1nfl11ence on the therm.rilly nct1.vated 
mass transport phenomena at the tool-,.,ork contActs. The important mechanisms in this case may be lnterfRcl~l 
diffusion and alloy formation, or self d1fftis1.on res•11t\n~ 1n creep and softening of tool ma ter1al. ( 8) Tr i~~g'"-~ r fl r1d Chao (4) found that such wear 1s an exponPntt~l ftinctlon 
of the average tool-chip interface temperAture rrovlded 
the temperature 1B sufficient to cause lnterfRcial dlffus1on. A relationship of the form W oo e-Q/Rr 1n wr1lch ~ 1s the 
activation energy and T 1s the local absolute tem11er1lture, governs the wear process. The activation energy rlepends 
on the chemical compositions of the tool-work mntertnls. 
The adhesion mechanism that occurs when tool and workpiece 
are joined together and subjected to moderate loads depends 
on the tool-work pair temperature, which 1n turn depends on the tool-work mater1a.ls. Experiments show that te ·1.pe rr1 t ,1r 0 e below 1,000 degrees a.re of 11ttle importance in cuttin~ steel 
with carbide tools, but they become critlcal when WC-Co 
tools are used. 
'<'. .. 
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From the above, lt follows that there is a large 
relationship between temperature and wear mechA.nls:as. 
High temperatures accentuate diffusion, increasing tool 
wear and decreasing tool life. Extreme loads at the 
tool- work contact area With high local temperatures 
activate the diffusion process. 
important in relation to the interracial characteristics 
of the tool-work pair. ( 8) Temperatures at the points 
K.J. Trigger; found that tempe~tures are extremely 
of contact are among the most important factors affecting 
tool performance. 
TemEerature Measuring Devlces.w 
temperatures of hot solids~ radiation pyrometers, calo• 
Among the various methods commonly used to measure 
rimeters, radiometers, and thermocouples are the best 
candidates for metal cutting temperature measurements. 
RRdiat1on pyrometers are widely used for noncontact-
ing temperature measurements between ?oooc and about 
J5oo0c. Badia tion pyrometers measure thermal rad ir, t ion 
. 
Their common c.haraoteristlo ls a sighting device which 
i .•. ' . ,J ... 
., .1 . • \ .• 
• , " • t \ e \ t. ' ' ..... ~ I I t 
. ) • I .' ' • • • . I ,• t ' ' • 
and provide an output in terms of temperature, or one 
which is convertible to temperature. There are Three 
tyPes or radiation pyrometers: Total-radiation, mono-
chroma.t1c-rad1at1on, and rad1at1on-rat1o pyrometers • 
. ' i 
' 
., 
' " 
.. 
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1s aimed at the object whose temperature 1s to be mensured. Tota.l-rad1at1on pyrometers respond to incl<i~nt rr1cl1-at1on~t all wavelengths. The sensing element 1s n blnck 
surface to which a thermoelectric or res1sttve tempnrature sens 1ng element 1s attached. £he temperF:i t ure of the fn#"lR.S ,;red object 1s determined from the temperature rise of the sensln~ element according to the Stefan-Boltzman Law for toti1l rf1d 1.-ation. fhermal radiant energy from a solid incr~ases ~1th temperature. The wavelength at wh1ch max 1.murn rr.1.d irt t l(:>n 
occurs decreases with increasing temperatt1re. I1lonochro:-na.t1c and optical pyrometers also take advantage of th1s effect. Monochromatic pyrometers measure temperatures as a function of incident radiation within a narrow r~nd of 
wavelengths. The 1nfrared version employs an 1nternR1 blaok-body-ca.v1ty radiation source as temperat11re reference. Two optical filters are used to provide the narrow bandwith 
characteristic. A rotating sector disc alternates 1nc1denoe on the sensing element from reference and measured obj~ct. A rotating shutter, also called "chopper", is often used to provide an a-c signal which 1s later ampl1f1ed and fed into the readout equ1pment. 
Wh1le the pyrometer responds only to rad1ant heat, 
another device called calorimeter responds to heat con• 
vect1on and radiation. It measures the change of heat 
• 
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· content of an object or system. Calorimeters cont a 1 n 
a blackened Constantan membrane. Heat flux applied to the 
membrane causes a temperature difference between butt-w~lded junctiorslocated at the center of the membrane and another 
between the membrane and a heat sink. These two junctions 
form a thermocouple whose output 1s proportional to the 
energy absorbed by the device. 
Another method of measuring temperatures 1s the 11se 
of thermocouple circuits. They consist of a pair of w1res 
of different metals joined together at one end, the sensing Junction, and terminated at their other end by term.1n.t'lla 
maintained at an equal and known temperature, nor~ally 
known as the reference junction. A load resistance wh1oh 
is the input impedance of the readout equipment completes 
the c1rcu1t. Any difference 1n temperature between the 
sensing Junction and the reference junction creates an 
electromot1ve force that causes current to flow through 
the circuit. Th1s thermoelectric effect was discovered 
by Thomas Seebeck, and is also known as the Seebeck effect. 
The thermocouple effect 1s also related to the Peltter 
and Thomson effects that are stated as follows: When~ 
current flows across a Junction of two dissimilar conductors. heat 1s absorbed or liberated dependent upon the direction 
of current flow.- Pelt1er effect. When a current flows 
. . 
------~~·=·-···w=•·· -
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
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through a wire along which a temperature grad1ent exists, heat 1s absorbed or 11berated 1n the w1re.-Thomson effect.(16) Heat absorbed or liberated 1n this case 1a totally unrelated to the heat dissipated through the normal flow of electriclty along the wires. Therefore, the s1gnRl received At the load resistance is not affected by normal IR 2 heat1ng normally encountered in electrical c1rculta. 
Since the thermocouple effect 1s caused by the un-s1m1lar1ty of materials at the sens1ng junct1ont 1t 1s important that the wires 1n the circuit must be all ma.de of the same material so as to avoid junct1ons of different metals 1n the portion of the thermocouple located w1th1n the circuit. 
Thermocouple Junct1cnsdo not normally requlre ted1ous calibration. Their output values are ta b11la ted and read l ly convert 1ble to degrees Farenhe 1 t or Cent lgr:J.de o.ccord ing to standards developed by the National Bureau of Standards. the Instrument Society of Amer1ca, and severa 1 mant1fac t 11r~ rs. Tables are normally based on a reference junction temperature of o° C or 320 F. 
- 1 2 -· 
Cutting Temperature Measuremen~ 
Survey of the Literature 
Many approaches to f1nd a suitttble temperature measure-. 
ment method ln metal cutting have been applied in the pnst. 
A review of those techniques is necessary 1n ord~r to rake 
i valid evaluation of. the remote thet'rnocouple technique and 
its future applicability. 
One of the most widely used methods of cutting te~pera-
ture measurement is the tool-chip thermoco~ple. Versions of 
this method can be found everywhere in research and rc.acI.tne 
shops, where its applicability has become very 1mportr1nt. 
Shore, Gottwein and Herbert developed this technique in which 
the seve~l Junctions constitute a group of the ther~ocouples 
in parallel ( 8 ). This method of tool-work te:nrer,,t·
1
re 
determination utilizes tha fact that an emf is genern.t-:d at 
the interface of two metals of different ch~ractnrtstlcs when 
"the temperature of the interface changes. (1)). This metnod 
indicates a temperature Which is the average value of the 
emfs at the various Junctions of a tool-work thermocouple. 
This temperature•being an average value, does not provide 
the correcb 1nfo:t-mat1on about temperature at the sliding 
contact between work and tool. 
Despite its Wide use. the tool-chip thermocouple method 
.... 
:( 
- 1) -
has some problems that would cause experimental error. One of the problems 1s the difficulty involved 1n thP corr~ct cal 1 brat ion of the thermocouple. The too 1 mater 1n. l U!"': eel for temperature cal1brat1on must be identical ln co· 1"r·or;i::.lor1 to that used for obtaining temperature data ln r1ctunl cuttlng. Furthermore. both tools must be from the same batch. K. J. Trigger reports differences of over JOO degrees ?arenh~1t using carbide materials of the same grade but of dlffer?.nt lots in the machining of steels (8). 
Another source of error 1s the reduction of recorded -temperature due to built-up edge. Bu1lt-up edge tends to remove some of the parallel junctions from the heat so11rce at the point of contact between tool and ch1p. This effect creates sudden change.s 1n emf which make the recorde<l temper-ature fluctuate very rap1dly about a lol•!er level ti1an the true temperature at the tool-chip interface. 
Residual magnetism may be another source of error. S1nce the workpiece is likely to acquire and retaln some ~a~nettsm while 1t 1s rotating, 1t may also have the chance to crer1te 1ndependent emfs that are transmltted to the readout ar,1·:1ratus. The resulting millivolt reading may become hlgher depending on the speed at which the work mater1al rotates. 
As the-tool wears, more tool area comes .in contact w1th 
'· , 
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• 
. .J ·, 
., .. ' ,.·i: . .. • -~ ) ' 
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the workpiece and resulting chip. Consequently. addltlonal 
thermocouple Junctions are present. This effect :~.ny also be 
a source of error affecting the temperature bein~ recorded. 
Errors in the signal may also be caused by galva~ic 
currents produced in an active environment such as cuttlnv, 
fluids. The s 1gnal may become highly disturbed and inacc · i rR te. 
Gottwe1n and Reichel. use two tool-work thermocour·l"'s 
applying the thermoelectric Law of Intermediate r•:ctA.ls. rwo 
different tool materials constitute the thermocoup1° nnd th'? 
workpiece ls the intermediate metal. This method ensures A. 
dependable signal only if the temperatures at both tool-chip 
contacts are equal. This condition ls rarely found with two 
different tool materials due to differences in c o·:1pos 1 :.; 1 on 
and physical properties, and the signal ls subjected to error. 
Trigger indicates that the temperature measured by a 
tool-chip thermocouple ls a power function of cutting speed 
and :feed. Two similar expressions relate temperature to feed 
and speed: 
To - C V n 
and To - K f m -
where; V is speed, 
• f is feed, and C .K. n, and ro, 11 re 
constants. 
Depth of cut seems to have little effect on indicated 
temperature once the depth exceeds twloe the nose radius(A). 
- 15 -
A radiometric technique for bemperature mens 11rettJ.-.nt was 
dev~loped by Milton B. Hollander.(9) This ~ethod ent,ills 
the application of a croradiation pyrometer cnpnble of focus-
sing on a square spot on the side of the workpiece ns S:nJi 11 
as 0.0016 in. on the side. In this system, the heat tnRt le 
dissipated by radiation is collected and projected onto a 
thermistor bolometer receiver. The workpiece 1s v1~wed 
continuously by a two-surfaced gold mirror with three sesmenta 
spaced equally and mounted on a rotating shaft. This s
0
tup 
permits the simultaneous reflection of radiation from thP. 
workpiece and from a conical type blackbo,iy which acts as a 
reference source for measurement. This method r~~uir~s tne 
use of a preampllfier,a:ma1n aur:plifier, power suppllcs, two 
synchronous motors, an electronic te~perature controll~r. a 
blackbody reference source and a recording galvnno~0tnr. 
" 
This method provides good measurements. But, chnn..';i:-s ln 
emissivity, high cost of the equipment involved, and lon~ setup 
time due to its complexity and volume, constitute sane of the 
disadvantages preventing its use or possible appl1cat1on 1n 
m~tal cuttin~·t~mperature measurement. 
Direct determination of temperature on the flank or a 
. cutting tool is reported by Chao, Li and Trig~er (19). This 
method was developed at the University of Illinois, and it 
involves a moving photoconduct1ve detector which picks up 
infra-red radiation from the surface of the tool. lieat 
.. 
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d1ss1pa.t1on 1s measured by a lead-sulphide cell throu~h a needle size probe encased 1n a sleeve. The slgnBl 1e transmitted from the cell to an oscilloscope nnd later converted into temperature values. Trigger, Li and Chao, reported that the temperatures obta1ned by th1s ~ethod show close agreement w1th temperatures measured by the tool-work thermocouple technique. 
Dr. Victor Paschkis suggested the use of an electric analogue computer known as the Heat and Mass I;'low Anr1lyzer to determ1ne the temperatures encountered durln~ metal cutting. (12) The method involved a computat1onnl tech-nique that could determine the contribution of the scvf'rA.l variables involved 1n the temperature distribution of the system. However, Hollander and Englund fo11nd marked cll-vergenoles when they checked the method exper1~entnlly.(11) The main sources of d1screpancy were attrlbtlted to i1nc'1t chip and shear plane pos1t1on, and the reaction tietw·~r~n the machined surface of the workp1ece and the tool, these t)e ln~ sources of heat were not properly oons1dered ln the electrlc anologue. 
The 1ntroduct1on of 1mbedded thermocouples 1n metal cutt1ng temperature measurements opened up newer and more 1nterest1ng alternatives at lower cost and s1mpl1c1ty of 
..• 
. 
- 1? -
op~rat1on. Thermocouples have been 1mbedrted 1n the work-piece, and at -different locations 1n the tool holrl~r. In most cases, the method seems to be reliable and very s~ne\-t1ve to changes 1n temperatttre. This mett1od 1mr>lles tt1e use of iteration techniques to determine the ternr,errit11re at the tip of the tool. Stanislao, James, and Richman imbedded a thermocouple in the chip-breaker. Us1ng a flame and an electric heat source they calibrated the appa• ratus, and the temperature was found using an IB!1 1410 computer where the heat transfer analysis was programmed. Unfortunately, .there is no evidence of temperRtures found 1n actual cutting to support their f1nd1ngs.(20) Wang, Wu, and Iwata employed the re~ote thermocouple technique to measure temper~ture 1n a m1111ng cutter. The s 1gnal was picked up by garter spr1ngs and the rrnocot1ples located undnneath the inserts. They reporteo to have found tfie·est1ma.ted temperatures by extrapolation.(6) 
In 1967, Lipman, Nev1s, and Kane, publ1shed a papt:!r 1n the Journal of Engineering for Indus try ( AS:~E ) ,.,h 1ch shows the· development of a mathema.t1cal model for the detPr~1-nat·1.o.n of average interface temperatures employing rPmot.e temperature- sensors. This method req t11res the us~ of temper-ature insulators between tool and toolholder to provide the 
• 
• 
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necessary boundary conditions needed to solve the he~t 
flow and temperature d1str1but1on equations.(2) 1'he 
reasons for improving the boundary conditions 1n the tool 
and toolholder are related to the d1sadvantages of very 
steep temperature gradients in the vicintty of tt1e tool 
chip interface which do not permit optimal location of 
the probes. Insulating the tool from the toolholrler 
recluces the temperature gradient w1th1n the tool and 
greatly improves the system. 
The model offers many advantages 1n determ1~tng the 
tool chip interface and the temperature d1str1buti.on of 
the tool. It 1s not sensitive to changes in physicRl 
const~nt.s of the material in use, and it does not req,111re 
equipment cal1brat1on. It was also compared exrer1mentnlly 
with a tool-chip thermocouple and showed except1onal a~ree-
ment. 
A more recent development was presented by M.P. Groover 
and G.E. Kane. (1) · This work shows the use of two remote 
sensors located un~eath the tool. An analog com1J1.1ter .. 
was used to calculate on-line the temperatures at the tool 
· tip. This analog computer takes the slgnals fro~ the two 
remote sensors and 1t prov1des temperature estlma.tes tn 
about a second even if the system has not reached steady 
state. 
- 19 -
In order to obtain a simple equat1on to ~st1m~t~ temperatures at the tool t1p, a computer s1mulatlon study was undertaken. This study led to an expression tnnt 
s~gges~ the use of two sensors whose signals permlt the 
calculation of the tip temperature using an equatlon or the form: 
T0 =A+ B T1 + C dT1 - D T2 
dt 
Where T0 ls the tool point temperature, 
T1 and T2 
dT1/ dt 1s 
are the signals from the ThPrMocouples, 
the instantaneous rate of change of T 
1 
A, B, C, and D, are constants 
The investigators found good temperature response 
using this system •. However, they found s~gnl.f i.cf1nt d1s-
agreement· between this method and the tool-chlp tr1ermoco11ple method when an experimental comparison w:-ls ran. 
The two remote sensor technique shows excellent possibilities of being incorporated in an adaptlv~ control 
system for metal machining. Its qu1.ck response and s l:1r·l \.c tty make this method an advantageous alternative for reaeRrch and-future development of automatic machining • .. 
;: 
• 
• 
·, 
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Theoretical AsE~cts.-
M. P. Groover and G. Kane reported the developmP.nt of a mathematlcal model that supports the ,1se of remote th~rmo-couples _ for temperature measurement 1n turnlng operq~~ions (1). Since that work 1s the basis of the two sensor system, 1t seems relevant to summarize its most 1mportant detR1ls. 
rhe first step taken by M. P. Groover and G. Kane WRB the der1vat1on of a model of the heat transfer mechnnls~~ that take place in metal cutting. '£h1s m-'3.thematlcal model was developed without the help of experimental observation. 1n order to simplify the analysis. 
Based on the equation of heat conduction know·n as Pour1.er'a equation, the boundary cond1t1ons were defined to represent the actual cutting process. An equation of the form: 
d 2T d 2~ + ~ + dZ 1 = -a dT dt ---1 
was transformed into a system of f1n1te differences that took the form: 
T1t + T3t •2Tot 
Ax2 + 
- ·1 
- a 
Where: 
T2t + T4t - 2Tot 
AY 2 
Tot+At_ Tot 
6t 
a= Thermal d1ffus1v1ty 1n both equat1ona. 
Ti= Temperature. 
t • a r1n·1te time increment. 
-2Tot 
• 
-
~-
. , 
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Transforming the tool and toolhol<ier into A norlA.l system, 
it ~s assumed that every node was interconn~ct~d hy ro~~ 
that represented the heat flow to each node. Severnl r,;
0
n.i:::,ir1ng 
schetnes were then tested by varying the amount of heat flowing 
in and out of the nodes. Using time increments th,~ t0:.p~rn-
ture distribution of the system could be easily calculated 
without any observations from actual cutting. 
point and two temperature sensors located beneRth the tool, 
Taking a system of three nodes which represent the cutting 
an equation was developed having this form: 
Wheres Kand Care thermal conduct1v1ty and spec1f1c heat. 
A and X are area and distance associated w1th 
the heat transfer between nodes. 
m ls the mass allocated to node o 
Tis the temperat~e of the node 
t 1s a finite increment of time. 
Mathematical manipulation yielded a final equation 
with three constants and three independent vardablea: 
• 
----2 
Where To is the tool tip temperature. T1 and T2 
are the 
thermocouple temperatures, and dT1/dt is the rate of temper-
ature change ( T1 ) with respect to t1me. 
-I 
I 
~: 
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The sP-cond term 1n the right hand s 1dc of the eq 'lll t 1on 
or1g1naly had the form; V/aC01 ( T1 t+At -T1 )/t. But, wr1Pn 
t approaches th$l1m·1t, 1t becomes the f1rst der1vat1ve of T1 
w1th respect to time. 
The coefficients 1n the equation can be cnlcul~ted by 
the n1ethod of least squares. Some d 1screranc 1es we re f ottnd • 
in the experimental val1dat1on of the ~ystem, and thl? er;11~t1.on 
had to be modified to the form: 
-----J 
Where the constant A and -)the ··coef'f 1e tents are found by lflllast 
e·q t\'B'"re . ca 1 c ulf:i: t 1 oris • 
The system can also be explained 1n terms of energy 
balance. Taking To as the node that produces the flow of 
heat, T2 a hPat receptor, and T1 · a node thRt per~1its ~.:~e 
flow of heat 1n and out of its location; 1t follows t~int 
at the polnt T 1 , all the heat entering the node w 11 l h.11ve 
a positive sign and the heat flowing out· (towards Tz) w1.ll 
have a negative s1gn. In order to balance thP- energy present 
at that point, another factor has to be taken 1n~o account. 
This factor seems to be the rate of temperatur"e ct1ange of 
T1 with respect to time, which permits the energy balance 
of the node at any point in time. 
The above line of reasoning seems to be 1n close 
agreement with the results of computer s1mulat1on, and 
the results of the relaxation technique or numerical 
approximation. 
• 
. .. 
\ 
l 
I 
i 
' 
.. 
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The Experiment 
Introduction.-
In order to observe the results assoc1ated w1th the 
• use of a remote thermocouple temperat11re measurP.nent syqtem. 
a turning operation.was selected. Several cutt1ng condltlona 
were necessary to observe the effects d 1. ff ere n t vu r 1.rl (,1_ ,~ s 
such as s~peed, feed, depth of cut, etc., have on tf-:·r-lJ:,,•~r-
ature changes. Var1at1on 1n material and tooltn~ were not 
taken into account 1n the experiment becctuse tr1e objPct or 
the latter was to achieve a hlgh level of a.ccura.c}', OJJt ;,Ittt 
\ reliability, and repeatability. Thus, the exper1~ent was 
confined to one material, one type of tool, and ,,ar1r1.t1ons 
only in cutting cond1.t1ons, so as to minimize vrlrla'olllty 
that could create error 1n temperature esttrnates. 
The equation employed to estimate the tool t1p temrer-
ature req u1res a regress ion ana.lys is to est i;rLE1 te 1 ts para-
meters and coefficients. In order to estimate these, 1t 
was necessary to find a temperature th.at can be cons ldered 
a reasonable estimate of the true temperature at tr1e tool t1p. The only estimate available 1a the tool-chip lnterfrice t·~np~r .. 
- ature estimated by the tool-chip thermocouple •. TherPfore, 
temperatures were estimated using the tool-ch1p thermocouple 
' for all the cutting oond1t1ons for which remote sensors 
were also used. 
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Toolholder.-
Wl th two holes to enable the accommodation of two tempera t ~ire 
The toolholder used ln the experiment had to be provided 
probes. These two holes, very small in diameter, were drilled 
directly under the tool seat, so that the tips of the tnermo-
couple could touch the tool from the bottom. 
eff lclency of the tool-toolholder arranger:1ent. The more 
Several precautions were necessary to rnax1'11lze the 
important steps taken to reach that objective were: 
(a).- The tool was thermally insulated from the tool-
holder using a titanium seat between tool ~nd 
toolholder. !The reason for this is that a 
thermal insulation between tool and toolholder 
improves the boundary conditions around the tool. 
More resistance ls offered to the free flow of 
heat out of the tool, which improves the response 
of the system. Heat flowing at a slower rnte 
decreases the value of the temperature gradient 
' ln the tool according to Fourier's Law of ueat 
Conduction: 
dq/dt =-KA dT/dx 
Where; 
• 
dq/dt = Rate of heat flow 
K = Thermal conductivity or the material 
- 2·5 -
A z Cross sectional area of the susbstar,ce 
perpendicular to the direction of heat 
flow. 
dT/dx == Temperature grndient. 
-
Thus, the system has more time to renct to ch~nges 
of temperature in the tool. The seat mnterlnl ls 
Titanium. This material has been selecte,i b;!Cn.11se 
it has a very low thermal condiict1vity. Ticls vnlue 
ls normally in the range of 4.J to 9.8 (BTU/hr/rt2/o?/f\', 
Titanium also has excellent strength, and lt can 
Withstand all the forces encountered in metal cutting 
with no appreciable deformation,.c:i.nd good dln,:,nslor-..al 
stability. 
(b).- The' toolholder being very close to the workpiece 
and subjected to contact with flylng ch1rs 
rrlA. V 
... 
create disturbances in the signal. 
J.' t1 l s e f f e c t 
ls due to sudden changes 1n temperature at differ-
ent points in the toolholder itself. These ch~nges 
in temperature may create varlA.tions ln heat distr1-
bution in the toolholder. Consequently, the r1eat 
flow pattern being changed may alter the signal 
1n the recording potentiometer. 
To avoid this problem, the toolholder had to be 
shielded (See diagram). A relatively large metRl 
l 
! 
l 
i. 
i 
' 
' 
i 
( 
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plate was placed 1n front of the toolholder n~d 
securely fastened to the stdes of 1t. 
"3' function was'to deflect all the chips t Ow ,. ra· r- t- r-, e ~ ·i.. -- ,.:) ,..., w .. • ..,.. 
chip pan, preventing them from reachlng the tool-holder. 
To prevent other parts of the toolholder from being hit by chips that were not deflected by tne front plate, a metal box was fabrlcated. ""."'\n' t> 1 - tool-holder was placed ins 1de the box wh 1cr1 i1r1d £1 lR r~e 
air pocket in it. This air pocket was located between the toolholder and the part of the sh1eld1ng box opposite to the tool post. (c).- £he air pocket 1ns1de the sh1eld1ng box has another function ~esides preventing temperature chnn~es 1n the toolholder material. It contains the reference junctions which are connected between tr1e ttl1?r::10-
couples and the record1ng potentiometer. 
the reference junctions inside the alr pocket 1nsures constant reference temperat,1res, anri the junct 1ons are prevented from be lng 1.n con t::tc t. w 1 tn hot ch1ps or any other foreign materitll thA.t mtgnt 
create signal disturbances. 
· (d) ... A fixture was attached to the lower part of the toolholder. Its mission 1s to hold the therroocol1plee 
.,. 
... 
I 
ii 
i 
. ..... 
. :f 
, .. •. 
' l 
.. 
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preventing any movement of the w1res wh1ch 1n 
chang1ng locat1on may 1nduce error 1n the 
signal. 
(e).- The end of the sh1eld1ng box oppos1te ·the 
tool contains the thermoco1lple terrnlnn ls and 
a female plug. The leads to the record1n~ 
potent 1ometer are connected to th 1.s pl t1g. 
spec1al precautions were taken to avoid short 
circuits at this point. 
(f).- Several tests before the experiment was ~un 
showed no need for es pee 1a.l ground in~ of tr1e 
toolholder. Nearby equ1pment being turned o~. 
when the experimental cuts were taken, d1d not 
•• 
.Y: create transient currents that wotild ~iri~:e tr,e 
signal fluctuate. Voltage drops crefited by 
other equipment 1n use at the same t1~e dld 
not affect the signal either. There[ore, 1t 
was observed that the system could work wlthout 
any grounding precautions applied to the tool-
holder or the lathe. 
(g).- The cuts were taken without any flu1d or coo1nnt. 
Thus, no d1sturbances were caused by p:nlvanlc 
currents due to the tnact1ve env1ronment. Th1s 
fact facilitated signal reception, and the aysteN 
remained at the same degree of s1mpl1c1ty • 
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Tool Seat.-
The boundary conditions necessary to permit good t~mper-atllre estimates dictate the use of thermal 1ns11lat lor, ·t'Y"twenn tool and toolholder. It was mentioned earl1er thflt n tlt~nlura seat would help 1n reaching this objective. In order to further improve the thermal insulation, severril groo'"tes were cut 1n the titanium seat. Their rna1n purpose is to r1old nlr between tool and seat. Air having low thermal conducttv1ty decreases the rate of heat flow out of the tool. 
Two holes were drilled 1n the tool seat to allow the thermocouple tips to rest against the face of the 1nsert • The exact location of these holes 1s shown 1n the follow1ng diagram. 
,' 
'\ 
' ~' • 
TooL 
/~ 
'1 / 7 I . . ;' 1 
\ 
\ 
The hole nearest to the cutting edge measures the temperature. designated as T1 1n the analys1s, and the other one measures T2 • The latter should have a ~ower value s1nce it 1s· located farther from the tool t1p. 
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Thermocou,ple s. -
Two iron Constantan.thermocouples were employed to 
measure the tempera.t tlre beneath tl1e tool. .L'he se th-:! rmo-
couples can measure temperatt1res up to 1400 de~r~es Fnren-he1t. '£he tips of the thermocouples are groun(ltJd to ;1vo1d 
any strange signal disturbances. Ea.ch thermocouple 1s directly connected to a reference junction or col<l junct1on maintained at an equal and constant temperatt1re. A lo11d 
resistance constituted by the input impedance of a recordlng potentiometer or readout equ1pment completes the circuit. The system did not exhibit any signBl disturbr1nccs when trans 1ent currents were created nearby. and l t ser~ ·~·.~d to be free of all other electrical interferences genernted by cutting equ1pment in the proximity of the readout device. Therefore, no special grounding precaut1ons were felt needed for the experiment. 
The 1ron-Constantan thermocouples are connected to 
.. 
the reference junctions, forming a s1n~le 11nlt. The reference junct1ons were then provided w1th plug connectors to feed the recording potentiometers. 
Recordins Potentiometers.-
The signals obtained from the experiment were recorded by two potentiometers which produce a chart of millivolt 
output vs. time of out. Output values for different cutt1ng 
I 
\ 
I 
J :. 
times were extracted from the charts for the annlys1s of data. Both potentiometers were checkP,d w1th a standnrd 
c~ll before any exper1mental cuts were taken to ensure 
rel1ab111ty 1n·.the 1nstrumentat1on. Shielded wlre wns 
used for the connection between thermocouples and record-ing potentiometers to minimize any external s1gnal 1nter-ference that may create s1gnal distortion. 
Tool-Chip Thermocouple.-
The tool-chip thermocouple setup consisted of a w1re 
attached to the tool and another connected to the end of the spindle. The pair formed 1n this way meas11res the 
average tool-chip interface temperature. 'l J..he output 1s 
recorded 1n a potentiometer s1m1lar to the ones used for the remote thermocouple. 
The setup used 1n the exp·er1ment 1s shown 1n the following diagram, 
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Tools and Material.-
Only one type of tool was selected for the ex;:er1m"nt. 
and only one type of material was used as the w0rkp1e«--:e. 
The reason for selecting one material and one tool WA!-: riue 
to the need of mlnlmizlng any variability thn.t could couse 
changes in the signal. Changes ln temperature then beco':le 
a function of cutting conditions such as cutting speerl. fend, 
and depth of cut.· They would produce chrini.:es in t 0 :-ipP.rnt•Jrc 
1n the process independently of changes in workp lecc :·;:t '.J: r in 1 
and tooling. By using the same material and tooling ln the 
experiment. any c11ange in temperature is attributable to 
cutting conditions only. 
The workpiece material selected was steel C 1117 cold 
rolled, and the tool was a tungsten carbide insert type 
WA 6 - Walmet Corp., Industry Designation C-6 with the 
f~llow1ng character1st1cs: 
Dimensions; 0,1871n X 0.50 1n square. 
Composition: 
Tungsten 
Titanium 
Cobalt 
Carbide= 82% 
Carbide= 8% 
= 10% 
Hardness= Rockwell A91.2 
Tool Geometry; -5,-5,5,5,15,15,)/64. 
Since one cutting edge ~s used for every set of 
conditions. every insert was used for eight cuts avoiding 
consecutive use of the same tool insert in sequential cute. 
Selection of Variables.-
Dependent Variable.-
The ~emperature measured by the tool-chtp therMocouple 
constltuted the dependent varta.b]e. 'this ter:1:per[1t·IrP 1.s the 
only source of reference avail£1ble to val1ciate trie vt1l·.:cs 
of temperature found by the t_wo remote therr·,ocot1ples. Temper-
atures used in the final analysis were founci usln;x; tr1e tool 
as one of the elements of the thermocouple. The otr1P.r 
element was the workpiece. A regression analysts W;tS necessary to f1nd the estimated tool-ch1p temperatl1re. The eqttt'ltlon in this case was exponential of the form: T = J\ vm dn rr. 
Remote Thermocouple Temperatures.-
Two ternpera.t ures were measured us 1ng remote thP.rn1ocouples. They correspond to the designations T1 and T2 as found 1ater in the analysis. lTue locat 1on of the probes and net hod of 
measurement were described earl1er. 
Both temperatures were recorded autornntlcally 1n chBrts by the recording potentiometer. The data r~corded in thts fashion fac111 tated the ~alJY1s·~sl of temperatures at cl iff~~rent 
cutting times and their rate of change with respect to tlme. 
Cutting Conditions.-
Several cutting conditions were used 1n the experiment. Three s·peeds were selected so that changes 1.n workpiece 
velocity ma.7 produce distinct temperature variations. Three 
1 
\ 
' ·,, 
,. 
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different feed ~lues and two depths of cut were also used. 
The combination of these vario.bles provld~s enough lnform-
ation for further analysis and VRli0atlon of tne systen. 
Eighteen different cuttipg conditions were used ln th~ 
experiment. The speeds were 400, 500, And 600 SF!M. 0.050 
and 0.080 for depth of cut, and values of 0.007, 0,011, nnd 
0.015 for feed. ~he combination of all these vurinbles 
yielded 18 sets of conditions for the ex re r 1 ·-,entn l phnse. 
Cutting time for every set o<f conditions wus four :>11nutes 
divided in four 1 minute cuts f'or each set. A dlffer~nt 
cutting edge was used for each set of oond1tlons. rwo 
replicates were run to ensure good results anct decrease ·the 
process ~ar1ab111ty~. 
Design of the Experiment.-
The experiment was carr1ed out in the 11n ·the following 
.. 
fashion: There were three levels of speed, two levels of 
depth of' cut," artd three feeds. Two replicntlor.s were run. 
and four cuts per set of conditions were taken for eacn 
replicate. Thus, the number of cuts taken were: 
J X 3 X 2 X 4 x 2 = 144 cuts, 
Values corresponded to cuts of 2, 5, 10, 20. 40, and 60 
Six obsenvatlons were obtained froM each cut, these· ,•·.• • 
seconds. The total number of observations using remote 
thermocouples was: 
J X J X 2 X 4 X 2 X 6 s 864 observations. 
' 
'J: .\ 
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A total of 18 cuts were taken with the tool-ch1p th~rmocouple to make a total of 6,912 data values for the entlre ex;·c~rl:~:(!r*t • • The sets of cutting connitions were random1~ed ln order to avoid errors induced· by the ma.chine setup, or any klnd of systematic arrangement of exper1mentRl Tartables. Complete randomness was not possible because depth 
of cut placed a restriction to 1t. It became apparent that a 0.080 1n. cut could not be taken 1nmediately after a 0.050 in. cut. It seemed more efficient to take all the 0.050 1n. cuts first and then 1ncrease the depth of cut. Thts type of procedure had the virtue of avoiding stepped cuts nnd subsequent tool damage. 
Cutting time also placed a restr1ct1on to total rnndom-1zat1on. Each one minute cut had to be taken 1n seq 11~nce to complete the set of four one minute cuts. fhe reason for this lies in the fact that every set was cut employing the same cutting ed.ge. Therefore, the sets of condit1ons were separated 1n two groups; all the 0.950 1n. cuts w~re 1n one group of outs, and all the 0.080 1n. cuts marle up the other group. • Random1zat1on took place wlthin each group. A table of random numbers provided the order ln which the cuts were ma.de. One cutting edge was asslgned to each set of cond1tions, and a table of random numbers 
was also used to distribute the tool edges among sets. The random1zat1on procedure was necessary 1n order to avo1d 
• 
• 
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any error ntrlbutable to sequential arran~er'l'->nts of tool, 
machine, and set of cond1t1ons 1n the experiment. 
It was assumed that no appreciable error could be 
created by difference in be.r dla m e·ter. l'he cuts were 
made in the same bar to avoid problems associated wlth 
setting up the workpiece 1n the lathe. 
Experimental Procedure.-
After chucking the bar, a rough cut was taken to cleRn 
up the surface of it, and to insure its roundness. It Wi\S 
not necessary to measure the diameter of the specimen. 
toolholder and tool were fast~ned to tr1e tool post. and. the tool was checked for proper locat1on with respect to tne 
center of the workpiece. The next step was the conn°ct1on 
of all the plugs to the remote thermocouples n.nri record lng potentiometers. The proper workpiece speed was set wlth the Varidyne, and the corresponding feed was set uslng the feed levers on the lathe. 
Before every cut, a fresh tool was Bttached to the 
toolholder, and the recording potentiometer was set to 
zero. The standard procedure of zeroing the potentiometer by short circuiting the input connectors was avoidert, s1nce this method ce.11brr\tes the 1nstrurnent to zero rle ":.-rees Farenhe1t or no 1nput signal. Using this method presents two problems: One 1s related to the est1mat1on of the nmbtent temperature for data correction. The other problem 1s related • 
\, .. J? -
to the temperature of the reference junction whlch should 
be kept in 1ce to malntaln lts tempernture at zero de~rees 
Farenhelt. 
In order to keep the system 1n lts simplest forn, the 
ref'erence junction was kept at room temperat 11re which 1n 
turn became the reference base for measurement. Cal1brat1ng 
the readout instrument before cutting then took a different 
form, the room temperature became zero millivolts in the 
record:l.ng apparatus. Zeroing the potentiometer meant tnnt 
the temperature before the cut was that of the ambient, 
and the temperature recorded during the cut was the temperature 
increment caused by the process only. Thls method hPlp~~ 
to eliminate the est11uatlon of the room temperature, ?hen, 
the temperature recorded 1n every cut was independent of the 
initial temperature of the environment, workpiece, and 
equipment. 
.• . 
. . 
The next step was to approach the tool to the workpiece 
to set the depth of cut. A cut was taken after this last 
step, and the cutting time was measured with a stopwatch. 
Four one minute cuts were taken for every set of conditions. 
All the equipment was stopped after every cut and tt1e work-
piece and tool were allowed to return to room t 0 mperature 
before the next cut was taken. 
After the fourth cut was 
made, a fresh cutting edge was positioned 1n the toolholrler, 
and a new set of cutting conditions was prepared for experiment-
at1on. 
:l'· 
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In order to prevent chatter or any oth~r ~PChRn1cal 
effects that normally produce no1se 1n the sl~nnl, a~~c1nl 
attention was payed to the dlameter of t~1e oor nnrl thP r~,i:1on 
where the cut was being taken. \~hen the ci.1.ameter r~ilChPS 
a cr1t1cal value w1th respect to the length of tr1e ·car, cr .. atter appears 1n the process due to transverse lORri1.ng of tr-\e ·DRr. Whenever chatter occured, the cut was 1nmediately stopped 
and the same set of cond1t1ons was run again witr, a new cutting edge. 
After all the data associated with the remote thermo-
couples were obtained, the experiments were repeF.ited tis 1ng the tool-chip thermocouple method. The cuts in trilr.; 
were taken at the same cutt1ng conditions with wr,lch tr-,e 
remote t~1er·mocouple data were obtained. 
The procedure outlined above also served for the tool-
chip thermocouple cuts. The signal 1n the potent1ornet~r 
connected to the tool-ch1p thermocouple was frP.e of no1se 
and external interference. The cuts were repeated whenever the signal did no meet these requirements. 
It was not necessary to calibrate the tool- ch1p th~r~o-couple. Instead, a calibration curve developed by Dr. M1kell Groover 1n a previous work was used (21). 
Crater and flank wear measurements were also taken arter every one minute cuts. ~he purpose of th1s measurements was to observe the relat1onsh1p between temperature and wear. and 
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the possible influence the latter might h~ve on thP. tot~l 
amount of heat produced by the process. It wus expect~d 
that greater tool wear would offer more area for frlctlon 
to take place. Unfortunately alL the wear valu~s wore 
extremely low, and only certain amount of built up edge 
was observed 1n some cases • 
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Results ann Analysis 
• 
Tool-Chip Thermocoupl~.-
The first step in the analysis of the tool-ch1p thPrmo-couple output was the regrouping of the dRta. ih~ ~\~11volt readings corresponding to each set of cutting cond 1 t l 011s 
was arranged according to cut ting t 1rne. Ta~ lng ct1t t 1 ng time as a f1xed variable, 6 sets of data were obtained from the experiment. The sets were formed as follows: 
Cutting t1rne = 2 seconds. Cutting speed= 400, 500, 600 SFPM Depth of cut= 0.050, 0.080 1n. Feed = 0.007, 0.011, 0.015 ipr. 
Cutting Time= 5 seconds Cutting speed= l~OO, 500, 600 SFPI1. Depth of Cut= 0.050, 0.080 in. Feed 
= 0.007, 0.011, 0.015 1pr. 
Cuttlng Time= 10 seconds Cutting ~peed= 400, 500, 600, SFFM. Depth of Cut= 0.050, 0.080 in. Feed = 0.007, 0.011, 0.015 1pr. 
Cutting Time - 20 seconds Cutting Speed= 400, 500, 600, SFP j.\ Depth of cut 0.050, 0.080 :in • --Peed 
- 0.007, 0.011, 0.015 -
Cutting Time - 40 seconds -Cutting speed= 400, 500, 600 SFFI1 Depth of cut - 0. 0 50, O.ORO 1n. -Feed 
- 0.007, 0.011, 0.015 -
Cutting Time= 60 seconds Cutt int~ Speed= 400, 500, 600, SFI·I·l Depth of Cut= 0.050, 0.080 in. 
lpr. 
1pr. 
Feed = 0.007, 0.011, 0.015 1pr. 
The second step consisted 1n choosing an approp1ate model for regression. The method of least squares ae~~s to be 
, 
.. 
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also very appropia.t,e~ for data analys1s, BtJt, a s1mJ:le l1nenr regression could not give accurate estlma.tes 
because lt was clear that te1npera ture changes rlo not fol low a linear relationship. In order to 1mprove the nodel, a logar1thm1c transformafion was used. 
Normally, the regress 1on analys ls for tool-chlp th.c·rmo-couple measurements takes the form T = cvn, where T ls the cutting temperature, V is the cutting speed. and C r1nrl n are constants whose values depend on feed. depth of cut. too~1ns and workpiece material. Better estimates were fat.ind by the inclusion of more variables 1n the exponential expresslon. The equation for regression analys1s then took thls form: 
Where Tis the cutting te~perature, Vis the cutting speed, dis the depth of cut, and f 1s the feed 
n, m, and r, are exponents found by regression. A regression analysis using the above equatlon wris 
ran for each of the sets of cutting condltions de~crlted nt the beginning of this analysis. The data was first ct'inr1~ed into logarithms, so that a linear regression could be performed. After the regression, the results were transformed back to normal values. Th1s method allowed the 11se of linear regression s1mplyf1ng all the mathemat1cal rrantpulatlon. The equation found by regression gave reasonably good temperature estimates. A cal1brat1on eqt1ation included ln 
., 
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the Appendix permitted the tr:.1.nsforr:a t 1on of m1111 vol ts 1nto 
degrees Farenheit. wlth a. stA.ndard error of estlf'ifite of l. 5°·p. 
The form of the equatlon found by regression 1s: 
To= 3.9 vo.22 d-0.14 ro.09 
It is 1mport~nt to notice that th1s equat1on shows 
an inverse relationship between temper--:ltL1rP R.nci ci(!J)th of 
cut. Temperature·.being an~ inverse fl1nctlon of (ie1,th of 
cut means that shallow cu~ do not provlde enou~area for 
heat dissipation 1n the chip, and heat is forced to fiow 
in the d1rect1on of the toolholder and throtl,c;r1 r.t,e tool. 
A deeper cut will pffer more facilities for heat flow and 
storage of heat wtjich is taken away from the cutting po1.nt 
when the chip departs from the contact area. 
The analysis also showed that cutting speed and der,th 
of cut exert a greater influence in temperature than feed. 
Changes 1n temperature due to speed ar.e the more s1gnlf1cant 
fact 1n the process. 
All the temperatures est1mated us1ng the above eqt~t1on 
were later used for the analysis of remote the r·r,oc ot1rles. 
These values became the comparison t)as is for trie rf~~1ote 
~ sensor regression analysis as the dependent var1£ible. 
The results obtained 1n this part of the analysls are 
~11 included in the Append1x for further reference. 
-~ 
.:(· 
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Remote Thermocouples.-
The obj~ct1ve of thls part of th~ analysis ..,.,ts to f1.nd 
an equR.t1on by the method of least scJtlA..r~s which c:tn bes~~ f1t ............. the data.. ·The equat1on be1ng loo1<ed for had to h;tve o. lo;.: standard error of estim.qte and show strong correlntton between dependent and independent varlables. 
The reason for us1ng the method of least squarPs ste'1lS from the fact that 1t is the easiest mathematical method to f1nd relat1onsh1ps among var1~bles. All the fflCtors 1n the experiment were quantitative, anrl the rna1nd interest ·,.;n.s to f 1nd gener~• l f11nct 1onal re la. t ionsh1ps between vrt r 1.a bles. A regression analysis seemed approplate 1n th1~ case. 
If the method of least squares were no~ to be us~d ln this anR.lys 1s, the funct 1onal rela t ionsh lp be t,"'leP,n ,,ar in. bles had to be found by an analysis of heat transfer n1Aci1an 1.sms \n the process. Thls approach presents many d iff ic 111 t iPS wh tch are not very easy to overcome. One of the ma.in probler.s 1s the d1ff1culty in finding the temperature gradient between the cutting point and any other part of th~ tool wherP- the temperature is measured. The heat transfer probl~m \s ~v~~ ?Tiore diff1c11lt to solve when cons1derctt1.ons such as t,eA.t losses fue to rAdiation and vonvect1on are included 1n the knnlys\s. The cutting process being dynamlc 1n nature does not prov\rte the conditions for an easy solut1on of the heat trRnsf~r problem. The amount of heat flowing through the sy~tem, the 
.. 
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difficulty 1n f1ndlng temperature gradients. film coP'~f\c1Pn~s. and all the factors associated \,1th the an~lys1s of r1r.nt flow. place this approAch beyond the scope of t.h\s thPG1s. 
On thP other hand, the method of le:tst sqqnr 0 s prov1r\es 
only an appro:x:1mat1on to the true temrerrtt11rP, at thP c11t: tr,a; point. Since this approx 1ma t 1on is b£1sf:'d on tool-en 1 p t t1" r~o-couple tempernt11re estimates, the tempprat11re Vf"l}ll~s fo11nd by 
. 
regression analysis are subject to error Rnd cr\n not be 
considered more than just temperature estlnRtes. 
The data generated from the experiment cons1st~d or A~~ 
• 
observat1c..1ns of temperatt1re at several cuttin;.z; cond.1t1or1s. There were e 1ght variables in the data. The t ool-cr1 l.;.1 t c1··~ r~:o-couple temperRture measurements as estlmat~d from the pre"."10t1S • regression analys1s was the dependent variable. The independent variables were: 
t 
Tl - Temperature measured by -
T2 - Tempera t 11re measured by 
dT1 /dt = Rate of change of T1 
t = cutting time 1n seconds 
V = Cutting speed 1n SFPM 
d = depth of c,1t in inches 
thermocouple 
thermocouple 
w1th respect 
f = feed rate 1n inches per revolut1on 
1 
2 
to t 1!ne 
-
-
--- ... ---
---
---
-
------
-
-
-
----
--- .. -
- .............. ._ .............. ..., ............. ----- .. ._ ..... - ._. ............... ~ ..... 41111i: * The volume of data accumulA.ted 1n the exper1ment co,1lct not be included 1n this thes 1s for re;isons of spEJ.ce. All th~ cii·t tB. corresponding to remote thermocouple measurements hnv~~ 1~ 0 nn turned 1n to Dr. Mikell P. Groover ln the Industrlal En~inner1ng Department for future reference. 
,. 
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Before attempting any regression anAlysis, a corr~lnt1on 
matrix with all the variables was constructed. Thls :-:.·,•:rLt 
shows the correlation between var in bles, llnd 1 t may 1 :.~ 1 en te 
some degree of functionality between them. The values found 
were: 
To 
To 1~0000 
T1 0.)088 
dl]. -o. 265 
Gt 
T2 0.31,9 
t 0.,1.79 
V 0.6153 
d 
-o. ~'346 
f o. 46 58 
1.0000 
-0.6404 
0.9P4R 
0.7136 
0.1282 
0.3464 
0.3101 
t V d 
1.0000 .•. 
-0.6725 1.0000 
-0.6738 0.7440 1.0000 
0.0345 0.12Rl 0.0000 ,.onoo 
0.1296 0.3273 
-0.0000 
-0.0000 1.0000 
0.1282 0.2788 
t 
0.0000 o.onoo n.ooo 1.0000 The correlation values found 1nd1cA.te that t hi:) re 1$ n 
stronger correll.ation between tool-chip ther--ocour1~ te~pPrnturea 
and speed, feed, and depth of cut, than between tool-chlp 
temperatures and temperatures measured by the re· •ote sensors. 
There is also a strong correlation a11onp; rf'mote thermocouple 
measurements. that. is T1 , dT1/dt, and T2 show hL~h corr,,1,1~.1.on 
nrnong themselves. These sa~e va~1nbl~s show l~ss corr~lntlon 
with r~spect to cutting conditions. Por instance, T,, dT,/dt, 
and T2 , have O.J or lower correlation values with speed, feed. 
and depth of cut. 
Despite the fact that the correlation matrix does not 
• 
.. 
. .. 
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give high correlation values between tool-chlp me·,~urr>r"l.!nt.e 
and remote thermocouple temperatures, a mult1plP. llnenr 
regression using T0 , T1 , dT1/dt, and T2,was c~lculated. ThP. 
result1n~ equation was: 
To= 1329.8 + 1.82T1 - 24.7 dT1/dt + 6.J T2 
The multiple correlation coefficient was 0.)226, With~ 
----(a) 
standard error of estimate of 95.9. 
• 
First of all, the temperature-axis intercept be1nu, 1n th~ or~er 
of 1J00°F ls too high for accurate temocrn.ture est111ll'"lon. 
Four important observations can bP. made 1n t·:ls cn!';P.. 
This is specially true when cutting tlne values of n few 
seconds are conSidered. Secondly, the o.rnount of error 1n 
this case, 95.9, added to the high initial valuP, of th~ 
intRrcept can not 6ffer very good results unless the syste~ 
has reached steady state. If the cutting te:nrernturc hn.s 
a ~te of change very close to zero, the temrerRtures 
measured using the remote sensors, and their coefftc1ents 
in the equation, would have the effect of n f1ne n<ljust:-pnt 
around the value of the intercept. Thus, the tf'rmerri t.1ire 
estimates when cutting time is just a few ~econrls ~~Y contnln 
some amount of error. Third, the rF:lte of t"''Tlr:err,t. 1 :re c··r.n.;:e 
with respect to time has a minus sign, wh1ch 1s contrnry ~o 
· the plus sign found in equation 3 1n a prev10 11s ch.nptPr. 
However, a negative rate of change can be explained 1n terms 
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of a decreasing rate o:f change of T1 as the t"JTJpernturP. or 
the system approaches a constant value at stPn~y stnt~. 
Fauth, it seems logical to think that the equn.tion rl.e~cr1berl 
above can not be used as a general express ion for tem :-,erH t •ire 
est\mrition. The value of the intercept su,;i;,o;r;st:s '::hqt tho 
equation would be valid for the conditions us~d in thP 
experiment only. L.'lrge:p errors can be exr-•'~ted if thP f'!quat1on 
is used for est1niat1ng temperatures result lng frol"J c•1tt 1na: 
conditions different than the ones with Which thr; cn·1ri<-.lon 
was calculated. Certain cutting conditions are ll%ely to 
produce temperatures much lower than the value of the intercept, 
and the predicting equation would provide erroneous est1:-ates. 
Therefore, a wide range of cutting con<tltions woulrl require 
the calculation of several equations; one for each set 
of cutting conditions within a restricted rRn~e. 
Forcing the regression equation throu~h Z""ro re~nltr?d 
in an expression whose agebraic signs were s1JTJ,lnr to those 
of equation 2 in an ~arlier chapter. The new eouat1on hnd 
the following form: 
To= 137.7 T1 + 860.3 dT1/dt - 1.25 T2 -----(b) 
This equation had a standard error or est 1,nate or )79. ). 
Which is worse than the one corresponci.ing to equntlon (o.). 
One possible explanat1on,for this change ls the fact that 
l 
1 ,, 
': 
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the equation being forced through zero has one lcs~ ~e~r~e or 
freedom, so that the Elf,proximation to the tool-ch1p th"r:-:o-
couple data is less accurate. A zero int~rcept 1s nno~h':r 
factor that accounts for the difference. An P,qnn.tton wtth 
an 1ntArcept other than zero fits the dntl'l bP,tt,·r 
the value of the intercept can be assoc1ated w1th the 1n1t1Rl 
resoonse of the measuring system. 
When a cut 1s Just st~rted, 
the tool-chip thermocouple quickly raises to a value close 
to the average tool-chip interface tet:1per;1 t nre. The r1:-,ote 
thPrmocouple system reacts in a much slower r~shlon unrler the 
same condttions. Thus, the intercept ln the equrU:lon s~e:,s 
to offset the difference in speed of response due to tne 
nature of the systems. These considerations su~~estert thAt 
the regression eauation works better if the intercert 1s 
kept at a value diffP.rent than zero. 
In atte~pting to 1murove the equation, an exn~l~tlon 
of the correlation matrix indicated that the ad<lltlon of 
speed, feed, and depth of cut, to the re~res~1on nnqlysls 
may have the effect of reducing the error. A new re~resslon 
equation was obtained with To as the dependent vnr1Hblf>, And 
T1 , dT1/dt, T2 , V.d,f, as the independent varlables. The 
equation obtained with these variables wasz 
To=1101.15 + l.006T1 -11.76dT1/dt + 9.42T2 + 0.7V -
- 424J.Rd + 119;1.1r --------(o) 
.• 
; . 
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This equation shows a significant improvement with respP.ct 
to the equations already described. The rmlttpl<:> corr,·lnt:1on 
coefficient in this case was 0.99, and the standard error of 
estimate took the value of 14.2. 
Before drawing any conclusions about the virtues of thle 
new equation, it was decided to find out the total contrlhutlon 
of cutting conditions to temperature estimation, nnrt to tnat 
effect, a regression eq1ation With To as the depend0nt 
variable, and V,d, f, as independent variables was CHlculated. 
The equation obtained has this form: 
To= 106J.7 + 0.76V - J605.4d + 14428.4f 
------(d) 
With a standard error of estimate of J4.9, and a corrnlnt1on 
coefficient of 0.9J88. From these results, it can be as::;urnr.d 
. 
that cutting conditions and tool-chip terrneratures hr1ve n 
strong correlation. The analysis of var1.ance for tn1s re~rPRs1on 
shows t~t the variables were highly sign1f1cent (F = 21)0.~). 
T1,dTi/dt, and T2 • seem to contribute to the te::inern-:ure 
estimation in a much lesser degree than cutting con~itlons do. 
In order to investigate further this effect, the follo~1ng 
equations were calculated, 
Eq t1a t 1 on ( e ) . -
Variables: Dependent= To 
Independent= T1 , V, d, f. 
;._ 
,, 
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Regress ion eq ua t 1 on: 
To= 1108.8 + 10.4 T1 .-4429.4 d + 11040.5 f 
correlatlon coeff1c1ent = 0.9984 
Standard error of estimate= 15.4 
1 
Eq llR t 1. on ( f ) . -
Variables: Dependent= To 
Independent= T2 ,v, d, f 
Regression equation: 
To= 1108.6 + 12.1 T2 + 0.7 V - 4)79.0 d + 11)9Q.5 f 
Correlation coefficient= 0.9898 
Standard error of estimate= 14.4 
Eq ua t 1 on ( g ) • -
Variables: Dependent= To 
Independent= T1 ,·dT1 /dt, T2 , d, r 
Regression equation: 
To=t48J.1+4.69T1+66.)dT1/dt+18.58T2-540J.)d+7t68.)t 
Correlation coefficient= 0.8258 
Standard error of estimate= 57.2 
Equation ( h). -
Variables: Dependent =~To 
Inrtependent = T1 , dT1/dt, V 
Regression eqtla.t1on: 
To= 992.4 + J,5 T1 - 58.21 dT1/dt - 1.53 T2 + 0,76 V Correlation coefficient= 0.6815 
Standard error of estimate= 74.2 
... 
,; 
! 
'-
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Equation (1).-
Var1Rbles: Derendent= To 
Indepennent = Tt, dT1/dt, T2 , r 
Regression equation: 
To= 1242.J - 11.tT1 - 99.7dT1/dt +8.7T2 +17502.4f 
Correlation coefficient= 0.5786 
Standard error of estimate= 82.7 
Equation ( j). -
Variables: Dependent= To 
Indepennent = T1 , dT1/dt, T2 , d 
Regression equation: 
To=154J.6 + 11.07r1 +112.9dT1/dt +19.8T2 - 6108.ld 
Corre1A.t1on coefficient = o • .AQfi6 · 
Standard error of estimate= 59.9 
Equation (e) shows that the addition of T
1 
to th~ 
regression equation, where only the cutting conditions were 
present, reduces the standard error of estimate by almost 
one half. Equation (f) also shows similar results. In both 
cases, it seems that cutting conditions are responsible for 
a large part of the results in the analysis. 
One imprtant observation can be r.ade by comr-ar1ng equat1ons 
(c), (e), and (f). If cutting conditions are used in the 
regression analysis, the other variables entered into 
tr.e 
equation loose their Significance. Notice that thex~luee 
.. 
• ~".! 
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of the intPrcept, the standard error of esti:i•atc, anrl the 
correlation coefficient, are very simtlar ln nll 
Equations (h),(i), and (j), were Cklculnte<i 
t ,1 <J ~ r~ , · , • · a 1 t 1 on s • 
dT1/dt, and T2 , with the addition of V, f, and d, sepr,rr,,."'!ly 
in each case. The results ln those cases 
t t1r1 t S "·e~d . . - . 
and depth of cut, are the main factors in rl'!duclng tr,c error 
and imrroving the least square approximation. i?eed hRs less 
significance in this CRse, but it nlso contributes to the 
improvement of the regression equation. 
Some important conclusions can be stat.,,r:i at thls point. 
First of all, cutting conriit-.lons exert a greRt lnfl,:"'nce 
in the regresi::ion analysis, and their effect tends to o'.·•·r-
shadow the importance of the remote thermocouple MPnsnn·:--ient 
sy;Stem in the estirration of temperatur0.s. One of the r"''•Sons 
for this effect can be based· on the way 1n wnlch the tool-
chip thermocouple temperaturAs were estimated. 
It \t;,1 s s tr1 ted 
before that tool-chip thermocouple data are more stron~ly 
correlated to cutting conditions than remote thcr~oco11rle 
measurements. It is important to remember thnt To vn.1,;~s 
were estimated as a function of speed, feed, and <l~pth of 
cut, by using a logarithmic transf orrnn t 1 on. When those 
estimtttes are correlated with remote thArmocouple neHsureM,.nts 
and cutting conditions at the same time, the lntter are likely 
to have more bearing in the final result. 
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function of the cutting conditions in the process, 
m· 1.n,1s, 
associated with the location of the prohes, 
The reason for the difference in correlation c11n t:n ~lso 
thermocouple measures the temperature of the tool-ship 1nter-
rhe tool-cr,lp 
face. Th is tempe rn. t ure changes ace ord 1ng to c tF1 n ;i:r,s 1 n 
frictionAl area and force requirP.ments, Which rirp n.li:;o A 
the tool-chip thermocouple can detect these chan~es re~nr~les~ 
of the path of heat flow. The remote thPrr11ocouple systo..,, ls 
only capable of measuring the temperature beneatl1 th~ tool, 
Which is proportional to the amount of heat flowing thro11gh 1t. 
but the system can not detect the heat being diss1;,,it:;f:i tnrough 
. 
the chip or workpiece, '. The heat flowing throu.a;h tne chlp rt~.~ 
workpiece 1s·rl1ke ly to raise the in te rfflce tP.mp~ rr,, t ure w 1 thout 
affecting the flow of heat through the tool. The point ls that 
the tool-chip thermocouple temperRtu.re 1s o.ffectert by cut':lng 
speed, feed, and depth of cut,· and the re~ote thPrrnocouple 
temperature is much less sensitive to changes ln cutting 
conditions. 
while improving the quality of the regres~1on eqnn.t1on, hnve 
The discussion above suggests that cuttln~ corxlltlons, 
the virtue of becoming the main var1a bles in the est lr.·.n t lon 
of temperatures, displac 1ng the remote sensor meas ur(~ti'·n ts 
to a secondary role. This situations s,.,ems to work a~n lnst 
the validation of the system and lea use as an 1rldependent 
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systPm for general te"llperat1.1re est1mat1on ln mP.f\rtl ctitt1n~ processes. 
from be1ng a unique, rellable, and accurnte syste~ of te~rer-ature measurement 1s the lack of a good stF1.nr:,,r(l for cor-;p~\r\son. Unfortunately, the only ava1lable bas1s for co!1}-·A.r\!:;on ls t.n~ tool-ch1p thermocouple. 
Two alternatives can be presented at th1s po1nt. On~ ls the consideration of the remote thern1ocourle tccr1nic~i1, .. flS 
a method to be used 1nstead of the tool-ct1ip t·11errr.oco1.1ple. The other al terna t 1 ve is to cons 1der .the remote th0rr1oco1.1~1le ~.,..e thocl as a technique whose main objective 1s the meas11rR""'1~nt of the true temperature.at the tool point. 
The second alt~rnat1ve 1mpl1es the study of thP heAt transfer mechanism ln metal cutting, to rlerlve an exrre~~1on for the tool tip temperBture as a function of the r~~ote thermocouple measurements, and the use of temper:i.turP stnndards much more reliable or efficient than the tool-chip ther~ocouple. This alternative 1s well beyond the scope of tr1ts t:1~s1~. 
The f1rst alternative is more feas1ble at the rno~:ent. The system can be used as a substltute for the tool-ch1p thermocouple, but the strong 1nfl,1ence thA.t ct1ttln.:; con·r\1t1ona place on the regression equat\on cRn not b~ accepted lf the system itself 1s to be g1ven proper recogn1tlon. 
If c11tt1ng cond1t1ons are not tak~n 1nto i1cco,1nt. the regression equation to be used for tempPrnture estimnt1on for the sets of data produced in this experlment 1s the 
• 
\,: 
\, 
I 
\ 
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followlng: 
If the data is assumed to be normA.lly distribute, the 
standard error of est1ma.te can be interpreted na the st,an<lA.rd dev1atton. Thus, 68% of the est1Tnf\tes given by th~ ~bove equation would be w1th1n ! 95.9 °F of the tool-chlp thermo-COllple measurements. . 
Finally, the tool-chip regress1on analysis as well as the remote thermocouple equat1on show that th8re 1s an inverse relationship between temperature and depth of cut. This effect was already mentioned. 
•' 
•' 
\ 
. I 
~. 
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Conclusions 
1..- Cutting condit1ons such as feed, speed, and depth of c1.1t have great influence 1n estimating the te~r,erature at t n.p, . ... tool tip. When these variables are 1ntroduced in the r~gre~s\on analysis the standard error of estlna.te <iecr~eo.sr:.s conslrier~ib'l:,·. The temperature estimates get closer to those obtF1inf~,_1 ·,.11:r. ... . I,., n e tool-chip thermocouple. The tool-chip thermoco,1ple es: 17~~ tes being a function of the cuttlng condittons are strongly 
correlated to tpeed, feed, and depth of cut. Reffiote thPrno-
couple measurements are not so strongly correlated to cutt1ng conditions. 
2.- In order to give proper cred1t to the remote s~nsor 
system, it was decided no to include cutting condttlons 1n the regression equation-. The equation obtr11.ned t1nder th~se 
circumstances 1s less accurate than the one lnclttding ct1tt1?UJ cond1 t ions as var1a.bles 1n the regress 1on. l-ioweve r. 1 ts 
estimates are not biased by the strong influence of cutting 
condit1ons 1n the analysis. 
).- The equation for remote thermocouple measurement has th1a form: To= A+ T1 ~ dT1 /dt + T2 
This equat1on can be used for the cond1t1ons w1th wh1ch the exper1ment was run. It can not be stated tt1at lt w1ll 
work under different cutting conditions, since the ex~t:rl:-.ent was not designed to prove that fact. D1fferent sets of 
conditions would require d1fferent regression equat1ons to 
- ,57 -
insure good results. 
4.- The system proved to be reliable and the amount of ~rror 
did not reach significant proportions. The 01Jtput ali::o 
showed a fairly good level of repeatability ln most of the 
cases. Some temperature readings were higher thnn e)'.jected, 
but this seems to be due to chatter induced by tranuver:.:e 
loading of the workpiece bar. In any case, the te::-,;-era ture 
of the process when chatter occured hnd to be iiL:,ner than 
the temperature found in normal conditions. Thus. tne system 
reflected the temper8ture of the process. and the lnck of 
repeatability in those cases can not be attributed to the 
measuring system. 
5.- The model used for tool-chip thermocouple temperature 
correlation had the form: 
f 
I This exponential equation. seems to 1 prov1de · better 
temperature estimates~ 
6.- There exists an inverse relationship between tempernture 
and depth of cut. The results obtained demonstrate thnt 
temperature increases as depth of cut decreases. One possible 
expla~tion ~upporting this fact is the ChRn~e in aren for 
. ;.~. heat dissipation in the chip. A smaller chip would contaln 
less heat, and the heat produced would have to be dlss1r~,ted 
through the tool or workpiece. The difference in ther:nn.1 
conductivity of the tool and workpiece would dictate the 
.. ---·- ···-·····- ,- ... , .. _ . -
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path for heat flow. 
7.- The system in the experiment was free of no1sP and s1~nql 
interferPnce. The titanium seat and toolholriAr n.rn1r --"-,''nt 
might have had certain influence on the quality of the stt1;nnl. 
Since the experiment could not prove this assertion, more 
1rivest1gation using different materials and cuttlng cond1t1ona 
1s necessary. 
.·, 
l 
·/ 
_:l··, 
' 
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Recommendations for Future Studl 
of temperHture measurement using remote thermocoui:les. 
Several areas for study are available ln the flelrl 
Some of the possibilities offering potential for f11ture 
research are: 
1.- It seems relevant to find the relattonshlp betweP.n 
wear and temperature. Failure may be prevented if some 
temperature limits are defined in many specific cases. 
This study would also help ln future application of 
temperature measurement to adaptive control. 
2.- The location of the temperature probes certainly has 
an influence in the response of the signal and its flccunlcy. 
Finding the optimal location of the sensors would gr~atly 
improve the remote thermocouple system. 
J.- In order to expand the use of the remote temperature 
probes, a study of the system uslng several workpiece 
materials and different tools ls important. 
4.- A theoretical investigation of temperature d1str1but1on 
taking the three main mechanisms of heat transfer, n:1.r:i"' 1 y 
conduction, convection and ~diation, would helr to ex;laln 
some of the effects encountered in metal cutting. I'his 
research would also help to achieve a very reliRble tenper-
ature estimate without the use of tool-chip thermocouple 
_, 
temperatures. . 
- . ·~.-- .. ·,>·.·~---.··. "''~- '" ,·--· ...... 
.. ! . 
.. 
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5.- Another area that presents some poss1b111t1P.s for 
study ls the influence of currents created in an nctlve 
galvanic environment when coolants or fluids are 
• U ~·pa 
.. J "·,_J, • 
These currents produce a high level of noise and signal 
distortion. A better understanding of those effects 
would help to eliminate signal disturbances. 
·• 
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Appendix 
Equipment and Instrumentntion.-
1.- LeBlond 16 inch, Heavy Duty .Cn~ine L'tthe, 
The R.K. Leblond Machine Tool Company. 
2.- Varidyne ~ontrol Unit, U.S. Elect:ical i·iotors, Inc. 
J. - Recording Potentiometers. "Electronic Cont in cio:;s 
Balance Unit" • .Model NO. RY15Jx1B-VAH-ll-~ll-iJ";.LJ. 
Minneapolis Honeywell Regulator Co., Brown Industrial Division • 
. 4. - Toolmake!'.' s Microscope- Type JJ-14-06, Bausch and lamb Optical Co • 
.. 
-, 
Raw Data.-
Tool Chip Thermocouple. 
Workpiece Material: 1117 
Tool: Walmet WA6 
Cutting Time= 2 Seconds 
Speed 
rpm Depth of Cut inch 
- 6.3 -
Thermocouple 
400 
400 
400 
--------------------------------------------------------
Feed 
lpr 
0.050 
0.050 
0.050 
0.007 
0.011 
500 0.050 
500 0.050 
500 0.050 
600 0.050 
600 0.050 
600 0.050 
400 0.080 
400 0.080 
,: .... 
400 0.080 
500 o.oso 
500 0.080 
500 0.080 
600 o.oao 
600 o.oao 
600 o.oao 
0.007 
0.011 
0.015 
0.007 
0.011 
0.015 
0.007 
0.011 
0.015 
0.007 
0.011 
0.015 
0.007 
0.011 
0.015 
1 , •• 3 
15. 4 
17.0 
17.1 
17.)8 
17.21 
16.2 
17.4 
18.0 
• 
14.8 
15.1 
14.R 
14.9 
15. 4 
16.0 
15.5 
16.J 
16.4 
. . . -- . ' .. - ,_' . "' .. . ~· -
Tool Chip Thermocouple. 
Workpiece Material: 1117 
Tool: Walreet WA6 
Cutting T1me - 5 seconds. 
Speed Depth of Cut 
rpm inch 
- 64 -
Feed Thern1ocoui:,1e 
ipr rn q ..... 
-------------------------------------------------------~ 400 0.050 0.007 14. ,~ 
400 0.050 0.011 15. 6 
400 0.050 0.015 17.1 
500 0,050 0.007 17.22 
500 0.050 0.011 17.4 
500 0.050 0.015 17.)8 
600 0.050 0.007 16. l" 
600 0.050 0.011 17.6 
600 0.050 0.015 18.2 
400 0.080 0.007 14.9 
400 0.080 0.011 15. 2 
400 0.080 0.015 15.1 
500 0.080 0.007 15.17 
500 0.080 0.011 15.6 
500 0.080 0.015 16.1 
600 0.080 0.007 15. 7 
600 0.080 0.011 16.5 
600 o.oao 0.015 16.6 
j 
i 
I 
I 
I 
l 
! 
l 
' 
! 
,I 
0 
Tool-Chip Thermocouple. 
Workpiece Material: 1117 
l'ool: Walmet 1.,JA6 
Cutting Time= 10 deconds 
Speed Depth of Cut rpm inch Feed Ther:r:ocouple 1pr r-,,, 
. . . 
--------------------------------------------------------
400' 0.050 0.007 14.7 400 0.050 0.011 15. 7 400 0.050 0.015 17.2 500 0.050 0.007 17.)2 500 o. 050 0.011 17.4) 500 0.050 0.015 17.5 600 0.050 0.007 16.6 600 0.050 0.011 17.8 ,. 600 0.050 0.015 18.) 400 0.080 0.007 15. 2 400 0.080 0.011 15.JO 400 0.080 0.015 15.40 500 0.080 0.007 15. 2 500 0.080 0.011 15.7 500 0.080 0.015 16.4 600 0.080 0.007 15.9 600 0.080 0.011 16.7 600 0.080 0.015 16.9 
' 
' 
' 
. 
.. 
·!: 
.. , 
. 
i 
' l 
I j . 
' 
1 
Tool Chi£ Thermocouple 
Workpiece Material: 1117 
Tool: Walmet WA6 
Cutting Time 
- 20 seconds. 
Speed Depth of Cut rpm inch 
... 
- ti6 -
Feed Thernocouple 1pr mv. 
--------------------------------------------------------
400 0.050 0.007 15. c, 400 0.050 0.011 16.0 400 0.050 0.01_5 17.4 500 0.050 0.007 1?.42 500 0.050 0.011 17.64 500 0.050 0.015 17.8 600 0.050 0.007 16.8 600 0.050 0.011 18.0 600 0.050 0.015 18.6 400 0.080 0.007 15.J 400 0.080 0.011 15.5 400 0.080 0.015 15. 7 500 0.080 0.007 15.4 500 0.080 0.011 16.1 500 0.080 0.015 16.8 600 0.080 0.007 16.2 600 o.oao 0.011 16.9 600 0.080 0.015 1?.2 
,,; 
f. 
l 
Tool ~hip Thermocouple. 
Workpiece Material: 1117 
Tool: Walmet WA6 
Cutting Time= 40 Seconds. 
Speed 
rpm Depth of Cut inch 
.·.-. 
Therr,ocouple Feed 1pr rnv. 
--------~----------------~------------------------------
400 
400 
400 
0.050 
0.050 
0.050 
0 .. 050 
0.050 
0.050 
0.050 
0.050 
0.050 
0.080 
0.080 
0.080 
0.080 
0.080 
0.080 
0.080 
0.080 
0.080 
500 
500 
500 
600 
600 
600 
400 -· 
400 
400 
500 
500 
500 
600 
600 
600 
0.007 
0.011 
0.015 
0.007 
0.011 
0.015 
0.007 
0.011 
0.015 
0.007 
0.011 
0.015 
0.007 
0.011 
0.015 
0.007 
0.011 
15. 2 
16.1 
17.6 
17.48 
17.9 
18.0 
17.0 
1B.) 
19.0 
15. 5 
15. 7 
1 s. 78 
15. 6 
16.4 
17.0 
16.5 
17.2 
17.4 
..• 
,. 
I 
Tool Chip Thermocouple 
Workpiece Material: 1117 
Tool: Walmet WA6 
- 68 -
Cutting 1l1 1me = 60 Seconds. 
Speed Depth of Cut 
rpm inch Feed Thermocouple 1pr 
!TlV • 
--------------------------------------------------------
400 0.050 0.007 15. 4 
400 0.050 0.011 16.J 400 0.050 0.015 17.7 
500 0.050 0.007 17.53 
500 0.050 0.011 18.1 
500 0.050 0.015 18.2 600 0.050 0.007 17.2 600 0.050 0.011 18.5 600 0.050 0.015 19.2 
400 0.080 0.007 15.6 
400 0.080 0.011 15.8 
400 0.080 0.015 15.89 
500 0.080 0.007 15. 76 
500 0.080 0.011 16.6 
500 0.080 0.015 17.2 600 0.080 0.007 16.6 600 0.080 0.011 17.4 600 o.oao 0.015 17.6 
.... 
· .. 
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Tool-Chi Tern erature Estlnated usin Multi le LlneA.r 
Regression 
Regression Equation: All the variables were chnn3ed to log 
values to 1:1ainta1n linearity ln tne 
regression. 
To = 
The general fo:nn of the regress 1on 
equation 1s; 
B VS, db fC 
Where: To = Tool-Chip Tem,..eruture 
V = Spindle specrj 1n rp~s 
d = Depth of Cut 1n ln. 
f = Feed rtite, 1pr. 
B = ParamPter d,:t••r:,lnP.d 
by regrP.sslon. 
a, b, c, = exponents 
df! tr~ r~ 1 n~d by 
regres~lon. 
Using the above equation. and the data corresponding to 
a fixed cutting time, all the temperatures were estimated 
as follows, 
Cutting Time= 2 seconds. 
Regression equation f'or the va_r1ables selected: 
•• 
- (10 -
Estimated temperature.-
Speed 
rpm Depth of cut inch Thermocouple Feed 1pr 
--------------------------------------------------------
in,,. 
400 
400 
400 
500 
500 
500 
600 
600 
600 
400 
400 
400 
500 
500 
500 
600 
600 
600 
0.050 
0.050 
0.050 
0.050 
0.050 
0.050 
0.0.50 
0.050 
0.050 
0.080 
0.080 
0.080 
0.080 
0.080 
0.080 
0 •. 080 
0.080 
0.080 
0.007 
0.011 
0.015 
0.007 
0.011 
0.015 
0.007 
0.011 
0.015 
0.007 
0.011 
0.015 
0.007 
0.011 
0.015 
0.007 
0.011 
0.015 
15. 30;27 
15. 9l~ J J 
16.J9A4 
16.0764 
16. ~1,~94 
17.2275 
16.7374 
17.4JR2 
17.9)59 
14.22JA 
15.2422 
14.9429 
15. 5685 
16.0128 
15.5574 
16.2087 
16.6713 
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C11tting Time =:_5._seconds 
Regression Equqtlon for the Variables Selected: 
Estimated Temperature.-
Speed 
rpm Depth of Cut inch Thermocouple Feed lpr 
----------------------------------------------------------
400 
400 
400 
500 
500 
500 
600 
600 
600 
400 
400 
400 
500 
500 
500 
600 
600 
600 
0.050 
0.050 
0.050 
0.050 
0.050 
0.050 
0.050 
0.050 
0.050 
0.080 
0.080 
0.080 
0.080 
0.080 
0.080 
0.080 
o.oao 
o.oso 
0.007 
0.011 
0.015 
0.007 
0.011 
0.015 
0. (·07 
0.011 
0.015 
0.007 
0.011 
0.015 
0.007 
0.011 
0.015 
0.007 
0.011 
0.015 
• 
16.5323 
16.2105 
16.8981 
17.)'167 
16 8')"" ~ • .·. l. ,, 
18.1176 
14.J662 
14.?75A 
15.40:-,6 
15.10H7 
15.7496 
16lt ?0_50 
15.74J8 
16.4116 
16.AR62 
• 
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Cutting Time= 10 seconds.-
Regression Equation for the Variables Selected: 
T = lp.lJO. V 0.22 d -0.14 f 0.09 0 
Estimated Temperature.-
J 
Speed Depth of Cut Feed Thermoco11ple rpm inch ipr mv. 
--------------------------------------------------------
400 0.050 0.007 15. 5f~)6f1 
400 0.050 0.011 16.2057 
400 0.050 0.015 16.6592 .. 
500 0.050 0.007 16.3(,76 
500 0.050 0.011 17.0J90 
500 0.050 0.015 17.5159 
600 0.050 0.007 17.0SlR 
600 0.050 0.011 17.7516 
600 0.050 0.015 18.2484 
400 0.080 0.007 14.5695 
400 0.080 0.011 15.1674 
400 0.080 0.015 15.5919 
. 500 0.080 0.007 15.) 1 87 
500 0.080 0.011 15. 9LJ. 74 
500 0.080 0.015 16.3937 
600 0.080 0.007 15.9594 600 o.oao 0.011 16. 61 lJ.l,.. 
600. o.oao 0.015 17.0793 
-7J .. -
Cutting Time= 20 seconds.-
Regression Equation for the Variabl~s ~elected: 
To = ~ .. z~~ V 0.22 d -0.14 f 0.09 
Estimated Temperature.-
Sneed 
.. 
rpm Depth of Cut inch Thermocou'!"'le 
• 
400 --------------------------------------------------------
~ .. ,, ,, 
.. . . . 
Feed 
1pr 
0.050 ! 
400 
400 
500 
500 
500 
600 
600 
600 
400 
400 
400 
500 
500 
500 
600 
600 
600 
· o. 050 
0.050 
0.050 
0.050 
0.050 
0.050 
o. 050 
0.050 
0.080 
0.080 
0.080 
0.080 
0.080 
0.080 
0.080 
0.080 
o.oao 
0.007 
0.011 
0.015 
0.007 
0.011 
0.015 
0.007 
0.011 
0.015 
0.007 
0.011 
0.015 
0.007 
0.011 
0.015 
. o. 007 
0.011 
0.015 
16.4278 
16.9152 
16.5599 
17.2807 
1 7. 7?J 11. 
17. 2 591 
18.010) 
18. c:;l.46 
.,. 
15.4075 
15. 86,46 
15. 5)14 
16.2074 
16.6882 
16.1'172 
16 8()"' "? 
• '- / i 
17.)928 
Cutting Time= 40 seconds.-
Regression Equation for the Variables Selected2 
0 2~ -0.14 0.09 T = 4.09; V • ~ d f 0 
Estimated Temperature.-
Speed 
rpm Depth of Cut inch Therr~oco11ple 
------------------------------------------~-------------
400 
400 
400 
500 
0.050 
0.050 
0.050 
0.050 
0.050 
0.050 
0.050 
0.050 
0.050 
0.080 
0.080 
0.080 
0.080 
0.080 
0.080 
Feed 
ipr mv. 
·500 
500 
I 
f 
6·00 
600 
600 
400 
400 
400 
500 
500 
500 
600 
600 
600 
0,080 
o.oao 
0.080 
0.007 
0.011 
0.015 
0.007 
0.011 
0.015 
0.007 
0.011 
0.015 
0.007 
0.011 
0.015 
· o. 007 
0.011 
0.015 
0.007 
0.011 
0.015 
15 8 0"·0 !'. '. ' '·..J . . ' •. / 
16.5935 
16.7551 
17.49BO 
18.0267 
17.lJ.977 
18.2735 
18.8256 
14.9336 
15.5957 
16.0669 
15.7476 
16.4458 
16.9427 
16.4455 
17.1747 
17.69)6 
l 
i 
l 
. I 
l 
I 
. ' 
. 1 
i 
! 
' i I : 
: i 
; ! 
: ! 
' . 
' t 
: "; 
. l 
. l 
! 
l 
: 
' 
' . ' i 
; 
' . I 
' j 
.· l 
i 
i 
{ 
l 
1 
! 
I 
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Cutting ~1me = 60 second~.-
Regression Equation for the Variables Selected: 
To= •4 .. 05'5 V 0.24 d -0.1) f 0.09 
Estimated Temperature: 
Speed 
rpm Depth of Cut inch Feed lpr Therr1oco
11ple 
--------------------------------------------~-----------
400 
400 
400 
500 
500 
500 
600 
6_::o·o· 
0,050 
0.050 
0 •. 050 
0.050 
0.050 
0.050 
0.050 
0.050 
0.050 
0.080 
0.080 
0.080 
600 
400 
400 
40.0 
500 
500 
500 
600 
600 
600 
• 
0.080 
0.080 
0.080 
o. 080 
o.oao 
0.080 
0.007 
0.011 
0.015 
0.007 
0.011 
0.015 
0.007 
0.011 
0.015 
0.007 
0.011 
0.015 
0.007 
0.011 
0.015 
0.007 
0.011 
0.015 
lb.02JJ 
17.25)6 
16.9156 
1 7 ,.,_·',. '7_. i t ? • . f ... .._ 
17.6814 
17.471+4 
19.()J)Q 
15.7275 
16. 20f31 
ls. 8927 
16.6033 
,. 7. 110 7 
16.6101 
17.3550 
l?.8854 
' 
•· 
,, 
... 
Experiment L-4: 
ool-Chi Thermocou le Calibration Curve fo .JA6 vs Clll 
1800 
1600 
Temp. 
"i' 
1400 
1200 
1000 
aoo 
600 
·// 
.• ,. 
/ 
·12 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
Equation of Linea 
'f = 
-4 + 6?.09?x + .9612x 2 
x = mv 
standard error of estimate• 1.5 P 
14 16 20 10 
Output of tool-chip thermocouple, mv 
/ 
- 7 .. 7.) 
I ., -
" 
Tool-Ch1p Thermocouple Temperatures: Cutting l1Me = 2 seconds 
Observed and Estimated temperatures in degrees i?r\rent1"\ 1 t: 
Temperature Speed Depth of Cut Feed Observed Est 1~ .. ;1ted rpm inch 1pr Op O· ... 
. .-. 
,I, 
-~~----~-~----~---~-~--------~-~-~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~---~~~ ,. 
I 
400 0.050 0.007 1152 124q 
' 
·~ 
i 
' i 
400 o. 050 0.011 1257 1)10 ' 1 I i 
! 
400 0.050 0.015 1414 1355 
' 
' 
' 
500 0.050 0.007 1424 1 :,:3 j 
! 
500 0.050 0.011 1452 1)89 
l 
l 
l 
J 
1 
i 500 0.050 0.015 14)5 14)7 ' i ! 
600 0.050 0.007 1))5 AR 1 J "" '~ 
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' ·, 
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I .j. 
1515 1509 ' I I i 1 l 
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Cutting Time= 5 seconds 
·\ 
Temperature Speed Depth of Cut Feed Observed Estimated rpm inch lpr OF 01-;, 
---------------------------------------------------------
400 0.050 0.007 1162 12 59 .I 400 0.050 0.011 1277 1322 400 0.050 0.015 1424 1)68 500 0.050 0.007 14)6 l)J6 500 0.050 0.011 1455 1404 500 0.050 0.015 1452 
• 145J 600 0.050 0.007 1355 1404 600 0.050 0.011 1475 1475 600 0.050 0.015 1535 1527 400 0.080 0.007 1209 1158 
. 400 0.080 0.011 12)8 1216 400 0.080 0.015 1228 1258 500 0.080 0.007 1228 1229 500 0.080 0.011 1277 1291 500 0.080 0.015 1)25 1))6 600 0.080 0.007 1286 1291 600 o.oao 0.011 1365 1356 600 o.oao 0.015 1)75 1403 
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Cutting Time 
= 10 seconds 
l'emperature Speed· Depth of Cut Feed Observed Est 1 mo. ted rpm 1nch 1pr Op 
o,~' 
---------------------------------------------------------
400 0.050 0.007 1190 127J 400 0.050 0.011 1286, lJ)6 400· 0.050 0.015 14J4 1)81 
500 0.050 0.007 1446 1)52 500 0.050 0.011 1457 1418 500 0.050 0.015 1465 1466 600 0.050 0.007 1375 1420 600 0.050 0.011 \495 1490 
• 600 0.050 0.015 1546 15/.J. O 400 0.080 0.007 12)8 1178 400 0.080 0.011 1247 12 3 <; 
¥'- • 400 0.080 0.015 1248 1276 500 0.080 0.007 12)8 1249 500 0.080 0.011 1286 1)10 500 0.080 0.015 1355 1)54 600 0.080 0.007 1J06 1)11 600 
. o. 080 0.011 1)84 1J76 
.,. 
600 o.oao 0.015 1404 1422 
_i -80 -
I 
Cutting Time= 20 seconds 
Temperature Speed Depth of Cut Feed Observed Est 1:rated rpm inch ipr OF Oj;t 
---------------------------------------------------------
; 
\ 
400 0.050 0.007 1219 1290 
i 
' I . 
' J
; 
' ! ~ 
.. 
4o·o 0.050 0.011 1)15 1)57 
! 
' 
,1 
) 
i 
400 0.050 0.015 1454 1406 
I 
' 
J 
{ . r 
500 0.050 0.007 1455 1)71 
i 
i 
1-t 
500 0.050 0.011 1478 1442 ·; 
,, 500 0.050 0.015 1495 1494 
;, 
" : ~ 
t ·' 
600 
1394 1440 
" 
0.050 0.007 
·., 
' 
; 
i 
• 
600 
1516 
,l 
0.050 0.011 1515 
'i 
·, 
., 
1 
. 
' i! ;~ 
600 
1576 
I 
0.050 0.015 1571 
,'' 400 0.080 0.007 1247 1196 
400 0.080 0.011 1267 1258 
400 o.oao 0.015 1267 1302 
500 0.080 0.007 1257 1270 
500 0.080 0.011 1325 l)J6 
500 0.080 0.015 1394 1)8) 
600 o.oao 0.007 1335 1JJ4 600 0.080 1404 • 0.011 140) 
600 0.080 0.015 14J4 1454 
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c,1tt1ng Time: = 40 seconds 
Ternperature Speed Depth of Cut Feed Observed Est1mt'\ted 
---------------------------------------------------------
400 0.050 0.007 12J8 1 )Ct 5 
400 0.050 0.011 1325 1)74 400 0.050 0.015 1474 1421.;. 
500 0.050 0.007 1462 1J90 50:0 0.050 0.011 1505 1464 
.so.o: 0.050 0.015 1515 1518 
.60:Q o. 050 0.007 1414 1464 .. 
:6:_QQ 0.050 0.011 1546 1.54) 600 0.050 0.015 1618 1599 400 0.080 0.007 1267 1212 400 0~080 0.011 1286 1276 400 
r o. 080 0.015 1287 1J22 50.0 0.080 0.007 1276 1291 500 0.080 0.011 1255 8 1)59 ..; 500 0.080 0.015 1414 1408 t· 600 0.080 0.007 1364 1)59 600 0.080 0.011 14J4 14)2 
. 600 0.080 0.015 1454 1484 
-·--~~-·"- ----~ .. ----···--- ,.-• '' ·-·---· -
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Cutting T1me =· 6·o seconds 
Temperature Speed Depth of Cut Feed Observed Estlmnted rpm inch ipr OF Oc, 
.I. 
---------------------------------------------------------400 0.050 0.007 1257 lJlR 
400 0.050 0.011 1)45 1J8q 
400 0.050 0.015 1484 1440 
500 0.050 0.007 1467 1406 
500 0.050 0.011 1525 lli82 
500 0.050 0.015 1535 15)7 
600 0.050 0.007 14J4 lli8J 
600 0.050 0.011 1566 1563 
600 0.050 0.015 1638 1622 
:~ 400 0.080 0.007 1276 1224 
400, 0.080 0.011 1296 12P9 
400 0.080 0.015 1297 1JJ6 
500 0.080 0.007 1298 1)04 
500 0.080 0.011 1374 1 J75 
500 0.080 0.015 14)4 1425 
600 0.080 0.007 1)74 1375 
600 0.080 0.011 1554 14t;O 
..,, 
600 0.080 0.015 1474 150) 
.... 
• 
-'....c'.--"-· 
- 8J-
Typical Remote Thermocouple Output as Recorded ln the Experiment 
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